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Abstract
In everyday life, we usually go by the one-body-one-person rule: one person has one 
body (and vice versa). This social belief builds on two assumptions: bodies are indi-
vidual units and they (and ‘their’ person) are the same in different situations. This is 
also the conceptual resource for social theories that build on the notion of individu-
als. In this article, we turn it into a sociological topic. We develop a vocabulary for 
reconstructing bodily one-ness and bodily sameness as practically achieved social 
order, as body boundary work: what belongs to a body is a matter of local practices 
that define its situational contours, limits and margins. Practices of identification and 
personification draw on social memories and enact bodies as trans-situational enti-
ties. Persons and bodies, we argue, evolve in co-individuation. Personal corporal-
ity, then, can be conceptualized as a body of work that encompasses these practical 
efforts of boundary-making.

Keywords Body · Embodiment · Corporeality · Differentiation · Practice · Boundary 
work

The One‑Body‑One‑Person Rule

In everyday encounters, bodies are addressed as persons, and persons become 
addressable, but also vulnerable as their bodies. People identify others based on 
their bodily appearance and manner (Goffman 1959: 14f.), and they identify them-
selves with what they experience as their own personal body (Crossley 1995). There 
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is a fundamental social belief that a person has a body that is their body, and that 
there is one body per person (and vice versa).1 We call this the one-body-one-per-
son rule. It builds on two assumptions. The first is the assumption of bodily one-
ness: commonly, a body is thought of as an individual entity circumscribed by the 
skin, which makes it an ideal vessel or ‘material carrier’ for an individual person. 
The second assumption is that of bodily and personal sameness. A person is usually 
understood as a biographical entity which moves between situations with their body, 
while both the person and their body stay essentially the same over time, independ-
ent from these contexts.

The commonplace, evident nature of this rule may be why it is also the base-
line of social theories that take individuals as their starting point. While not sharing 
every aspect of the assumptions above, they build upon the idea of body-person-
units, presupposing bodies as a basis for social individuals. Durkheim regarded the 
body as foundation for the process of social individuation (1968: 386). Mead (1934) 
built his theory around the idea of physical organisms that, through interaction, learn 
to regard themselves as selves. Following him, Strauss stated that the body was ‘the 
medium through which conceptions of the self are formed’ (1991: 345). Goffman’s 
(1963a) interaction theory relies on bodies as permanent companions of persons, 
constantly displaying information about them. Bourdieu (1991: 26) described per-
sons as ‘biologically individualized bodies’ whose social positions are shaped by 
their habitat in physical space. And, of course, the phenomenology of the body in 
the line of Plessner, Merleau-Ponty, or Sartre roots its methodological individualism 
in the corporeality of embodied selves (Crossley 1995).

Importing the one-body-one-person rule into the social sciences as an implicit 
presumption may seem unproblematic at first: it is socially paramount and unques-
tioned and consequently, many research topics, such as discrimination, interaction 
rituals or habitual dispositions, can be derived from this rule. Yet, adopting the 
one-body-one-person rule without having theorized it means, in Garfinkel’s words, 
producing ‘folk sociology’ (Garfinkel 1967; see Zimmerman and Pollner 1971): the 
body-person-unit is then employed as a resource for research.

Turning it into a topic of research instead and deconstructing the one-body-one-
person-rule means providing body studies not only with a new field of empirical 
research topics, but also with a sociological foundation that then allows for legiti-
mately taking body-person-units as (theoretically deconstructed) observation units 
whenever (and only when) this seems useful. To attempt this, however, it is use-
ful to first look past the everyday plausibility of this rule. The field of body studies 
has strongly moved in this direction lately. As DiCaglio (2017: 5) observes, ‘[t]he 
question of the body’s shifting boundaries […] has been taken up repeatedly and 
with great attention’. Studies in this context have developed (mostly phenomeno-
logical) descriptions of empirical cases which unsettle the presumed unity of bodies 
and embodied selves. With their analyses of rather extraordinary cases like phantom 
limbs (Sobchack 2010) or facial transplants (Le Breton 2015) as well as compara-
tively mundane cases like pregnancy (Young 1984), they have ‘radically undone’ the 

1 This belief is neither culturally nor historically universal (see Lindemann and Hyatt 2010: 285ff.).
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certainty of the body as ‘the unified and fundamentally unchanging material base 
of continuing existence’ (Shildrick 2010: 11). While the biological givenness of the 
body is challenged in this line of research, its phenomenological givenness for the 
experiencing self is still the basis of analysis. Whereas in this view, bodily experi-
ences of the self are seen as the paramount process that constitutes corporality, in 
our view, they are just one of many processes that define what and where a body is. 
Furthermore, what remains unaddressed is the question how in everyday life, body 
boundaries and the coherence of embodied selves over time usually seem undra-
matic if not unproblematic. If we deconstruct the body as a unit theoretically, we 
also have to be able to explain how it holds together empirically and how it becomes 
self-evident as a unit in everyday life.

In this article, we address this as a problem that still awaits an adequate theo-
retical framework and vocabulary. Questioning the assumptions of bodily one-ness 
and bodily sameness, we ask: how can we socio-logically describe the body and 
personal corporality as everyday phenomena, in a way that does not draw on the 
assumption of their bio-logical and phenomeno-logical givenness and yet conceptu-
ally accounts for the social fact of the trans-situational corporality of a biographical 
person? We develop a praxeological concept of body boundary work, in an attempt 
to conceptually reconfigure the one-to-one-ness of bodies and persons as practically 
achieved social order. Our aim is to outline a systematic vocabulary that lives up to 
empirical complexity but contributes to social theory.

We first review practice theories that challenge essentialist notions of corporality 
and then turn to open questions of situational and trans-situational bodily coherence. 
To answer them, we apply the concept of boundary work to the body in two ways: 
first, we develop a notion of the body as situational boundary work. Second, we 
suggest that the trans-situational boundary work of ongoing personalization holds 
these situational bodies together as ‘the’ body of one specific biographical person. 
Personal bodies then appear as bodies of work which incorporate both kinds of body 
boundary work.

Two Questions of Coherence

Sociologists have widely conceived of the body in accordance with the everyday 
concept of a body, as a fleshy material thing that can learn, can be shaped and that 
hosts a self, for which it is its primary mode of being-in-the-world (Merleau-Ponty 
1962) and anchor of identity (Mead 1934). As recent body studies have shown, this 
one-body-one-person rule does not always hold true empirically; informed by cases 
of precarious corporality, they have also emphatically questioned it theoretically 
(see, for example, Mol 2002; Shildrick 2010). What is still missing, however, is a 
systematic theoretical framework of personal corporality which can inform empiri-
cal reconstructions of the processes that stabilize bodies as coherent units and of the 
everyday practices that render personal bodies unproblematic matters of course. In 
order to develop such a framework, we employ a praxeological approach.

Practice theories empirically reconstruct the body relative to other sociological 
entities—knowledge, situations, or practices—to foster a decentered understanding 
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of the body (and the individual actor). Foucault (1976) and others have shown that 
the body is relative to constellations of practices and discourses, to what is known 
about bodies. Drawing on a Foucaultian concept of the regulatory power of dis-
courses, Butler (1993) has argued that the sexed body is a performative effect of 
discursive norms which materialize the body’s sex in the first place. Approaches like 
these emphasize the relations between the materiality of the body and subjectivity. 
That has changed with methodological situationalism (Knorr-Cetina 1988). Here, 
the body is described as relational in regard to its engagement in situations. Depend-
ing on the specific practice the body is involved in, it is involved as something differ-
ent. Conceptualized as a ‘participand’ (Hirschauer 2004), the body analytically dif-
fers from a person. In that framework, bodies are relative to what is practically made 
relevant about them. Along these lines, Alkemeyer and Michaeler have suggested 
the concept of a ‘body-in-accomplishment’ (Vollzugskörper) to describe how a body 
and its ability to participate in a practice are shaped and organized exclusively in 
course of the practice, as a body ‘tuned’ to its particular requirements (Alkemeyer 
and Michaeler 2013; Alkemeyer and Buschmann 2017). In this line of thought, 
a very important and influential contribution is the work of Annemarie Mol. She 
focuses on the ever-different practical production of bodies on a very fundamental, 
ontological level, speaking of the ‘body multiple’ (2002). In her praxiographic study 
of artherosclerosis, bodies, like the disease Mol studies, are entities enacted in local, 
situated practices (Mol and Law 2004). Instead of assuming a singular body being 
involved differently in diverse situations, Mol investigates how different and dispa-
rate versions of what ‘a body’ is are crafted in practice.2

Nevertheless, just like in other praxeological contributions the question of the body 
as an entity itself remains unasked and ethnographically untouched: when Mol (2002) 
follows atherosclerosis around a hospital, she describes in rich detail how the condition 
of the disease and, along with it, the body are brought about in multiple ways and local-
ities. Yet, each of these practices takes a body for granted as an entity to work with, to 
measure or to feel. In her analysis, Mol takes this for granted as well, as she is inter-
ested in the multiple and varying versions of the disease, which imply different bodily 
phenomena, but not in the practical demarcation of ‘the body’ as a particular entity. But 
if a body is practically constructed, we have to reconstruct how—in practice—some 
things become part of this entity called a ‘body’ and others do not.

2 This decentered conception of bodies links up with other approaches in social theory that, as well, 
promote a less essentialist view. In postfeminist theory, concepts like ‘cyborgs’ (Haraway 1991), ‘leaky 
bodies’ (Shildrick 1997), or ‘volatile bodies’ (Grosz 1994) all point out an understanding of bodies as 
hybrid, without inherent or fixed boundaries and in a continual process of becoming. Along these lines, 
more recent developments in New Materialist theory continue to challenge the notion of ‘the body’ as an 
ontologically given and discrete unit (see Rogowska-Stangret 2017). The starting point and a common 
theme in the works of authors like Karen Barad or Erin Manning is the idea that in its original state, ‘the 
body’ is fundamentally entangled with the world in a relationship of ‘intra-activity’, from which it is only 
temporarily differentiated in performative ‘agential cuts’ (Barad 2003). Hence, it is seen as a constant 
process of ‘bodying’, ‘not subject but verb’ (Manning 2013: 29). Our thinking is informed by these theo-
retical contributions and their focus on de-ontologizing the body. While the vocabulary they offer helps 
to think of the body as processual and as practical achievement, it does, in our view, not lend itself to a 
detailed description and reconstruction of the empirical processes involved. Our aim is to build on these 
foundational insights and to offer a working vocabulary for this purpose.
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A second problem with approaches that focus on the conceptualization of bodies 
as decentered, distributed or multiple is that many situations rely on the same body 
coming back (to the hospital for medical treatments or to the gym to follow an exercise 
plan, for example). Furthermore, concepts like ‘biography’ or ‘relationship’ strongly 
work with the assumption of a personal body that stays the same over time. If we only 
consider the situational, practical enactment of bodies as the reality of corporality, 
some important sociological concepts can no longer be applied: developments over the 
course of life, the accumulation of practical knowledge, processes of illness, relation-
ship histories—all these depend on the concept of an individual and their body.

This dilemma can be illustrated in reference to Law and Mol’s (2004) analysis of 
persons with hypoglycemia. The authors convincingly point out that the biographical 
persons suffering from this disease are not only patients and bodies with diabetes, 
but they also appear in different situations in which their body is enacted differently 
(as the body of a sports-person, for example). Their empirical argument, however, 
is that there are tensions between different versions of bodies, and that these ver-
sions have to be coordinated: ‘Keeping ourselves together is one of the tasks of life’ 
(Law and Mol 2004: 57). To make this point, Law and Mol necessarily have to draw 
on the idea of a body that maintains a basic coherence over diverse situations as a 
particular body of a particular patient. But how is this personal coherence achieved? 
If this question is not asked, writing about ‘this’ body/person in a strict sense con-
tradicts and glosses over (Jefferson 1985) the notion of bodies as practically enacted 
and situationally multiple entities. In Law’s and Mol’s (and many other) descrip-
tions, this problem remains unsolved.

In the following, we draw on these praxeological approaches and especially on the 
style of thinking as developed by Mol. Going beyond these achievements, however, 
two questions of bodily coherence and their connection are at stake in this article: how 
do bodies come to exist and to hold together as ‘a body’ in a given situation? And: 
how does a body achieve trans-situational unity as the body of a specific biographi-
cal person? Additionally, a conceptual bridge between these two aspects is needed to 
provide theoretical coherence: how can we talk about situations and their bodies (what 
‘bodies’ are in various situations) and about a person and their body in a biographical 
perspective without having to shift sociological and ontological registers?

Boundaries, Body Boundaries, and Body Boundary Work

Everyday encounters rely on the double (situational and trans-situational) coherence 
of bodies and persons.3 There is seldom a reason to doubt or an occasion to ques-
tion it. Thus, to de-familiarize this phenomenon, we ask our questions in a differ-
ent vocabulary. We employ a heuristic of differentiation and boundary making to 

3 In this article, we are concerned with reconstructing how coherence of the body is socially accom-
plished. The concept of the person is necessarily related to this. It has been deconstructed in a rich tradi-
tion of post-structuralist literature. In order to develop our vocabulary, we use the term ‘person,’ like 
the term ‘body,’ in a non-essentialist way: in our use, it refers to a social entity which is endowed with a 
biographical history and an assumption of identity over time, which are both constituted in processes of 
interaction (Goffman 1963b) and communication (Luhmann 1995).
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the question of coherence and address it as body boundary work. In talking about 
body boundaries, we latch on to the recent discussions in body studies and refuse to 
take bodies for granted as bounded units. Speaking of work prevents us from simply 
assuming the opposite theoretically and ignoring the fact that in everyday life, bod-
ies are made into largely unproblematic units. Before we flesh out the concept, let us 
revisit its three components for clarification.

In sociology, ‘boundary’ has become a widely known concept with various mean-
ings. Most notably, it is used to describe the (self-)differentiation of social groups 
and thus the cultural side of social closure (Lamont and Molnàr 2002).4 Scholars 
have used the concept of ‘boundary’ to show that differences are not given in cul-
tural essences but are brought forth by efforts of differentiation. These processes are 
emphasized particularly in regard to ethnicity (Barth 1969; Wimmer 2008), profes-
sions (Gieryn 1983) or class (Lamont 1992). The notion of ‘body boundaries’ could 
be understood as an attempt to emphasize only that bodies are involved in the mak-
ing of social boundaries. Our interest, however, is directed at the bodily boundaries 
which underlie such processes. When we speak of body boundaries, we apply the 
constructivist tone of ‘boundary’ to another fundamental social unit with the same 
rigorous deontologization applied to groups: the social individual and its personal 
corporality. Adapting the famous dictum of Barth (1969: 15), we are interested in 
how boundaries are drawn that define (individual) bodies by enclosing certain ‘cul-
tural stuff’ as what a body is.

The notion of body boundaries calls to mind the biological concept of the organ-
ism-environment distinction. So far, this concept has been sociologized in two dif-
ferent ways. First, it has been implemented in sociological models as a metaphor of 
the social. In structural functionalism, the idea of systems is modeled after biologi-
cal organisms separated from and yet dependent on an environment (Parsons 1951). 
Second, in the phenomenology of the body, it has been defined as the anthropo-
logical grounds for sociality (Plessner 2019/1928).5 We aim at a concept that poses a 
different question: how are bodily boundaries practically negotiated and constituted 
through sociality in mundane situations? Adding an empirical twist to the notion of 
body boundaries as brought up in recent body studies (Shildrick 2010: 13), we view 
the body as the never-finished, yet at each given moment completed result of local 
processes of differentiation. It is a situational, temporary and ontologically fluid 
entity that is demarcated in situational practices.

5 In Levels of Organic Life and the Human, Helmuth Plessner (2019/1928) distinguishes forms of being 
based on ways of boundary realization (‘Grenzrealisierung’). His theory of positionality explains indi-
vidualization as an anthropological condition, namely as a possible consequence of the excentric corpo-
real self experiencing its own existence through, and being individualized by, the perception of the self’s 
own physical/material body.

4 Different notions of ‘boundary’ are commonly employed as a feature of objects shared and facilitating 
cooperation between different social worlds (Star and Griesemer 1989), or as the socio-historical limit to 
what kind of entities are part of sociality (Lindemann 2009).
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Our notion of body boundary work refers to these practices. It differs from the 
more common applications of the term in sociology: ‘Boundary-work’ (Gieryn 
1983; Lamont 1992) or ‘boundary-making’ (Wimmer 2008) have been coined as 
terms to describe ‘cognitive schemes’ (Wimmer 2008: 975) or propositional ‘typi-
fication systems’ (Lamont and Molnàr 2002: 171). ‘Work’ in this context mainly 
refers to discursive efforts that perpetuate distinctions. Our endeavor, in contrast, can 
be understood as an ethnomethodologically inspired study of work (Garfinkel 1986): 
working out bodily boundaries is a complex situated practice of talking, tinkering 
with objects, placing and moving things around, or producing visual and textual 
documents. And whereas Lamont and Wimmer’s conceptions tie differentiation to 
assignments of qualitative value, we seek to understand how differences in quality 
(the ‘bodily’ and the ‘non-bodily’) are instated.

In the following sections, we map out two kinds of body boundary work. The 
next section, “Situational Boundary Work: Demarcating Bodies,” problematizes the 
body as a situational unit(y) and presents a way of reconstructing its bodily one-
ness through practices of demarcating its contours, limits, and margins. Given the 
observation that practices constitute not only bodies-in-general, but personalized, 
recognizable bodies, the following section, “Trans-situational Boundary Work: Co-
individuation of Bodies and Persons,” problematizes how bodily and personal trans-
situational sameness are fabricated with interactional, documentary, and biographi-
cal memories.

Situational Boundary Work: Demarcating Bodies

To unfold the concept of body boundary work, it helps to have examples to draw on. 
In favor of readability, we have constructed the fictional case of the Weisman family. 
The Weismans are not a real family under a fictional name, nor are they a composite 
case made up of different real families. Nevertheless, their story serves as a con-
densed source of quasi-empirical material, since they are quite busy with different 
kinds of boundary work when it comes to their bodies. Their story is constructed 
from very mundane everyday knowledge, anecdotal evidence, and of scientific stud-
ies on different body-related phenomena. As such it shall serve as a narrative thread 
for our conceptual considerations in the following sections.

As he does every morning, Mr. Weisman gets up at 06:30. Sleepily, he walks 
into the bathroom, still undressed. He grabs his glasses and puts them on, restor-
ing his normal vision. As he started a new diet last month, he steps on the scale—
before breakfast, so that nothing smudges the measurement. He enters the number 
into the weight loss app recommended by the dietician, along with his dieting plan. 
Only after a minute does he realize that he did not relieve himself before weighing: 
indeed, without the extra fluid, he weighs a little less than yesterday. But still, way 
too much fat around his middle. When Mrs. Weisman steps onto the scale after him, 
she is rather pleased to see that the number has gone up somewhat. ‘I think Billie is 
coming along quite well!,’ she smiles, stroking her belly that has begun protruding 
quite a bit in the last few weeks. In the kitchen, she takes her folic acid pill along 
with her toast and juice while Mr. Weisman strictly follows dietary orders: fewer 
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carbs, more protein, and no more than 50 grams of fat per day. One hour left before 
work. Mr. Weisman changes into his jogging clothes. Tying his shoes, he thinks 
about the marathon that he would like to run next year. Is he going to make it? And 
in what time? Later, jogging along the river, he can feel that this speed is the most 
that he can maintain at the moment: his heart is pumping, his right knee hurts a lit-
tle. Ever since he had to get his knee ligament replaced in surgery, he has had prob-
lems when running for too long or without proper technique. He can still feel it later 
at work.

So far, we have claimed that what a body is, is a matter of situational, practical 
demarcations of its boundaries. As the Weismans move through their day, how are 
these boundaries drawn? In the story above, this varies greatly, since the Weismans 
are engaged in three very different empirical phenomena: dieting, pregnancy and 
sports (all set in a Western, medicalized context). So first of all, we see that body 
boundaries are realized in a variety of ways: in practices that range from touching 
(the pregnant belly), measuring (the body’s weight), or commenting on the body 
as an object to more complex practices aiming at developing or ‘pushing’ bodily 
boundaries (as in Mr. Weisman’s diet or his running practice) to material transfor-
mations of the body (through pregnancy or in surgery) or modifications involving 
objects (like glasses). The demarcations these practices establish are temporary and 
can be and might have been (re-)drawn differently under different circumstances. 
They, and the closure and boundedness of the body they imply, last as long as the 
practice stabilizing them.

What we can also see is that empirically, boundaries are not only drawn in differ-
ent ways, but this also results in different kinds of boundaries. Depending on what 
is at stake in a particular practice, boundaries are conceived of, treated and ‘done’ 
differently, thus a more nuanced sociological terminology seems appropriate for 
describing them.6 We broadly distinguish three types of boundaries:

Contours

First, we conceive of boundaries as contours that define the body’s shape, and con-
currently its composition and substance. When boundaries are treated and made 
relevant as contours in practices, they divide what belongs to the body from eve-
rything else, thus specifying its materiality and surface. Consider Mr. Weisman’s 
diet. He is engaged in the ‘reflexive body technique’ (Crossley 2005) of reducing 
the ‘excessive’ fat around his abdomen. When he considers the fat around his abdo-
men ‘too much’ he draws the contour of his body outside of where it should be. His 

6 In this article, we develop abstract terms that can be applied to a variety of practices from the point 
of view of a distanced observer who is interested in social theory. The participants may call things dif-
ferently and experience them differently, and they might not agree with our way of ‘putting things into 
words’ (Hirschauer 2006), while we would not disagree with theirs and its ethnographic superiority. 
Since we aim at a vocabulary for comparative analysis, however, we cannot rely on members’ language 
from the context of any single practice. Our terminology is not tied to members’ propositional knowledge 
or perception (and does not claim to be) but tries to capture phenomena in a different language.
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jeans from last year mark the contours of his former body by letting him feel the 
difference.

Limits

Contours correspond with a second type of boundaries: in practically addressing 
functionality and capacity, limits are enacted that define what a body can and should 
be able to achieve and to endure. Mr. Weisman feels his bodily limits during his 
morning run, when his heart and knee start to ache. He prepares for his future mara-
thon start by training and systematically acquiring muscles geared to running. Con-
stantly measuring his progress, he expands his limits and overcomes bodily limita-
tions. Apart from assessing and setting these limitations in the first place, this type of 
boundary work operates through the attributions of achievements and capabilities to 
‘the body’ and its ‘own’ properties and capacities, or to things external to the body. 
When Mr. Weisman’s running time is taken at the finish line, for instance, the con-
tribution of the running shoe will not be subtracted from the measured time, while in 
elite professional sports, prosthetics may well be considered unfair enhancement and 
advantage (Tamari 2017).7

Margins

Thirdly, a body’s margins are made relevant when the body’s reach is at stake. 
Sounds, smells, or even substances emitting from the body have a different range 
than the one demarcated by its contours. Controlling bodily orifices, for example, 
means regulating this reach and thus confining corporeality. In the hospital, the 
margins of Mrs. Weisman’s body will expand when she is giving birth: screams are 
audible through the doors of the labor room, fluids, excrement, and matter leave her 
body. Margins also define where and when a body is (or can be) present: while the 
afterbirth is removed with the medical waste, a lingering smell might expand a body 
beyond its contours or even permeate the hallways of a hospital ward.

So far, we have illustrated each kind of boundary with just one of our three exam-
ples dieting, pregnancy, and sports. But of course, We can identify these types of 
practices across different examples and empirical phenomena: bodily contours 
are, for example, also drawn in sports, when prosthetics are framed as ‘technical 
devices’ (Cornelius 2013) in sports regulations, which draws the contour of the body 
between the (‘organic’) body and the prosthetic, while in the perception of the run-
ner, it may circumscribe them. During Mrs. Weisman’s pregnancy, the contours of 
her body not only expand through several clothing sizes; she may also begin to see 
(and feel) it not only as her body, but as a vessel for another body that forms inside it 
(Young 1984), hence the perceived contour of her body no longer only runs around 

7 The athlete Oscar Pistorius was threatened with exclusion from the Olympic Games on the basis of 
biomechanical tests: His high achievements were attributed to his prosthetic leg, not to his bodily abili-
ties (Brüggemann et al. 2008).
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its ‘outside’. Mrs. Weisman may start to enact the contour of the abdominal wall as a 
barrier to an ‘inside’ by putting her hands on the abdomen to sense kicks, or sonog-
raphy (Draper 2002). Bodily limits become evident when Mrs. Weisman’s body, and 
she herself, will be pushed to the limits of their pain tolerance during childbirth. For 
Mr. Weisman, bodily limits will not only be tested in sports, but also at the breakfast 
table, when he needs to discipline himself and control supposedly inherent urges of 
his body, like hunger or greed. A set limit of fat intake calculated by his dietitian and 
counting calories help Mr. Weisman to know when he has had ‘enough’ to eat.

Different kinds of boundaries come with further complications. Every time that 
contours are (re)drawn, limits are (re)set or margins are (re)evaluated, the param-
eters of body boundary work and the characteristics of bodies may shift. Whether a 
body’s boundary is cut out with scissors, oozes as drying blood under a band aid or 
dissipates slowly as a smell changes the type of boundary. This also changes bound-
ary characteristics: depending on the particular circumstances, body boundaries can 
be clean cut and stable (like the athlete’s body once the prosthetic is fit properly 
and fully functioning), but they can also be ambiguous and fuzzy or leaky (like the 
mother’s lactating breasts), or even fluctuating (like the limits of performance during 
a sprint). With the methods of demarcation and the characteristics of the boundaries, 
the parameters of boundary work vary. These parameters can be as varied and mani-
fold as cases of body boundary work are. Without attempting to provide an exhaus-
tive list, we propose to distinguish at least the following three parameters:

Forms of Belonging

Drawing boundaries is making distinctions. Body boundary work distinguishes what 
belongs to the body from what does not. As in the examples above, various things 
can ‘belong’ to the body, depending on the specific practical circumstances. Yet, 
the way in which they belong varies. We might say that being part of the body is 
a question of composition. A body in a given situation may consist of more or less 
than what is enveloped by its skin. It may be an assembly of various entities that 
work together in a certain way, each playing their part (such as the jogging shoe and 
the muscles). But it may also consist of less: when Mrs. Weisman is in labor, her 
midwife may inform her about the opening of her cervix, but neither of them is situ-
ationally concerned with her toenails (which, biologically speaking, are also there). 
Of the various things that are part of a body, some may be considered as belonging 
to the body. Whether something belongs to the body or not is a question of catego-
rization, and often a normative one. While Mr. Weisman may use special footwear 
developed to enhance his grip and acceleration on the ground, he does not consider 
taking steroids or amphetamines to heighten his performance, since sports organiza-
tions classify these as illegitimate additions and alterations to the body (IAAF 2015; 
Gaillard et al. 2000)—unlike his transplanted new knee ligament, which has become 
part of ‘his’ body. And while the fat cells and tissue around Mr. Weisman’s mid-sec-
tion may be under his skin, they do not belong to the body he wants to be. Finally, 
belonging in the body is a (normative) question of localization: some things have 
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their ‘right(–ful)’ place ‘inside’ the body’s boundaries. During pregnancy, the fetus 
may not be part of the mother’s perceived body at first, then becomes part of it as the 
mother learns of its existence. She may or may still not consider it as belonging to 
her. If she does, she will probably hope that the embryo stays inside her body, espe-
cially during the first few weeks. A few months later, it is ‘normal’ for the fetus to 
leave her womb, thereby becoming a baby. This example leads to another parameter 
of body boundary work: time.

Temporal Scopes

The largest temporal scope of bodies is commonly called the ‘life(–time)’. Life is 
the timespan within which the temporality of bodies is understood, evaluated and 
enacted in smaller time frames (like situations). Those evaluations usually refer to 
durations and include ideas about how long bodies’ boundaries should be stable, 
how long they can be expected to stay intact, and how long certain things are part of 
these bodies. For example, we might think of the foot as a permanent and essential 
part of the body, while the jogging shoe might be seen as merely temporally part of 
the runner’s body. The same goes for things like food or fluids, which are supposed 
to pass through the body (i.e. to only accidentally belong to it, which is why Mr. 
Weisman relieves himself of them before stepping on the scale), while also partly 
being digested into it and partly becoming something abjected. These ideas about 
how long something should be part of the body are the backdrop against which 
events like vomiting, constipation, or ‘losing’ a limb (or a child) are understood as 
crises.

Ontological Registers

Ontological registers set the system of relevance for further determinations of bod-
ily boundaries. They encompass, first of all, conceptions of bodiliness. The running 
body is mainly a neuromuscular, functional body. The dieting body, on the con-
trary, is an eating body that, as a converter and transformer, does not have clean-cut 
boundaries (Mol 2008). The pregnant body is inherently creative in that it grows 
something new. At the same time, different criteria for bodiliness may be applied: 
boundaries are drawn, for instance, under the criteria of aliveness (‘the prosthetic is 
mechanical and therefore not a body part’), functionality (‘it makes me be able to 
run again’), or physical attachment (under which a wart may fall more within the 
boundaries than a severed leg). In some situations, these registers might be proposi-
tionally discussed. In others, they may be practically realized.

If we look at bodies from this perspective, new empirical questions arise: how 
are body boundaries worked out in particular practices, and what are their specifics? 
How does this affect the status of things that enter and exit the body, and the con-
struction of a body’s ‘inside’ and ‘outside’? How is the belonging (to the body) of 
material and immaterial entities practically negotiated and how are they attached to 
and detached from the body? How are ontological differences between the ‘bodily’ 
and ‘non-bodily’ accentuated or blurred across different entities and materialities?
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Trans‑situational Boundary Work: Co‑individuation of Bodies 
and Persons

We could now try these analytical tools out in empirical situations. We might, 
for example, follow Mr. Weisman around during his day and see how his body is 
brought about in different situated practices. So far, however, we have just presup-
posed that there is a ‘Mr. Weisman’ with ‘his’ body whom we can follow around 
as an observational unit in our fictional case. In Mol’s terms, we could say that Mr. 
Weisman’s corporality is ‘an intricately coordinated crowd: [a] body multiple’ (Mol 
2002: viii), as he appears in different situations. But this description would not pro-
vide us with a conceptual idea of how it becomes, in the end, a body of a particu-
lar person—Mr. Weisman. We need conceptual tools for asking how it is done that 
these bodies become stable as a particular body that stays the same over time. These 
processes are the second kind of boundary work.

Let us accompany Mrs. Weisman into the consulting room for her pregnancy 
check-up. Looking up from the patient information on her screen, the doctor gets 
up from her chair. ‘Good morning Mrs. Weisman, how have you been?’ Mrs. Weis-
man tells the doctor that she has been feeling her body changing radically in the last 
few weeks. ‘Well, let’s have a look and make sure everything is in order,’ the doctor 
replies while signaling Mrs. Weisman to recline on the examination chair. After the 
sonogram, she measures Mrs. Weisman’s belly, makes some entries in the maternity 
log and puts the new sonographic picture next to the last one. ‘The baby has grown 
a lot since you were last here, but that’s perfectly normal,’ she says and points to a 
poster displaying the stages of fetal development.

When the doctor examines Mrs. Weisman, she takes for granted that she palpates, 
measures, and ultrasound-scans the same body as some weeks earlier, while at the 
same time noting ‘perfectly normal’ differences. Nevertheless, she does not doubt 
for a second that it is indeed still Mrs. Weisman she examines. What we can observe 
not only in this short fictional scene, but also in many other situations, is a very 
mundane fact: bodies are recognized—not only as themselves, but also as a particu-
lar person. We suggest that the sameness of the body over time and its identification 
as a ‘person’ are accomplished in two ways: tagging, which allows for trans-situa-
tional comparability, and the emphasis of similarity in these comparisons.

Tagging

First, shortly after or even before birth, something demarcated as a ‘human body’ 
becomes a someone. It is observed as such and thus individualized and personal-
ized, e.g. tagged with a name. The newborn body in Mrs. Weisman’s arms is the 
same ‘Billie’ she referred to when stepping off the scale. And because this body 
is ‘Billie Weisman’ now, the differences between its shape today and in five years 
will be observed as ‘changes’ and will be tracked as ‘development’. By repeatedly 
addressing a body as ‘Billie Weisman’ in very different situational contexts and over 
time, it is made into a consistent trans-situational entity. Some body parts play more 
prominent roles here than others: while the tag is prominently attached to the face 
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(on an ID card, for example), haircuts and leg shapes are less personalized. Conveni-
ently enough, the person can also be trained to use the tag as self-reference: when 
Mr. Weisman first meets his future wife at a formal dinner with work colleagues, 
he introduces the present well-dressed, clean-shaven and yet somewhat bulky body 
with ‘Hi, I’m Harry’. And when Mrs. Weisman sees him at the next conference, 
he will not be just any body, even though meanwhile, Mr. Weisman has lost some 
weight and has grown a mustache.

Emphasis of Similarity

Second, under the premise of the individualizing tag, bodies are treated with a rel-
atively high tolerance for change, and they are even expected to change over the 
course of life. In interactions, continuities are emphasized while discontinuities are 
integrated into the picture. Everyday knowledge is prepared for Mrs. Weisman’s son 
Billie to first be barely recognizable on the ultrasound picture, be born as a tiny 
thing with a disproportionally large head and then—‘You’ve grown so much!’—
appear in different heights and shapes over the years. Later on, Billie notices in 
the mirror that his face now sprouts a beard, and wonders whether he should start 
shaving or not. But it does not cross his mind that it might not be his body he is 
looking at. The assumption of coherence-in-change is, of course, also undergirded 
with discursive knowledge, such as biology: the ‘aging rates’ of cells, organs and 
human organisms are measured, compared, related and fed back into our everyday 
knowledge. Also, change tolerance is not the same for different body parts: radically 
changed facial features from one day to the next due to surgery (Le Breton 2015) are 
more of a problem than a belly size changing over several months. So, for a human 
body, staying ‘the same’ means changing constantly within expected parameters. 
Body appearances and experiences are compared to those of previous situations and 
categorized as belonging to a particular person, employing a kind of if-can test: 
as in membership categorization (Sacks 1972: 332–335), bodies are recognized as 
a certain person until proven otherwise. At the same time, a ‘person’ as a particu-
lar, consistent unit is only identified by certain bodily features that are classified as 
‘identical’ with a previously encountered and tagged appearance.

Social Memories

The practices of identification that rely on tagging and the emphasis of similarities 
need social and material infrastructure. Drawing on a concept by Hirschauer (1994: 
683f.), we suggest that the fundamental same-ness of a personal body is, similar to 
a person’s gender, embedded in social memories: even though the boundaries of a 
‘body’ might be worked out in very different ways in different situations, over time 
boundary work creates certain self-restrictions for future boundary work. Situations 
do not only encompass the present, but also knowledge about the past and the absent, 
narrowing down the contingency of possible events (Goffman 1986). We distinguish 
three memories that guard the boundaries of one particular, personal body. They dif-
fer in their particular form of sociality. First, interactional memory: as we have seen 
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in regard to Mrs. Weisman in the consulting room, as well as in regard to Harry’s 
new acquaintance with her as a young adult, a person-body-connection is stabilized 
in the act of others reenacting a body as the same body and—in doing so—as a par-
ticular person. Moreover, this recognition as a practice is stored in the memory of 
interactions: rules of politeness and interaction rituals like greetings (Goffman 1967) 
repeatedly invoke identifications of persons with the body present in  situations. 
Second, documentary memory: material artifacts like passports, sports records, or 
Mrs. Weisman’s maternity log and her patient record tie certain bodily features to 
a name and provide the infrastructure for their stable, trans-situational identity and 
identification. They are used in different practices where they are actively related to 
bodies and persons, and they can also travel between situations. Third, biographical 
memory: ultimately, selves experience themselves as embodied (as the phenomenol-
ogy of the body has pointed out) and their particular embodiment as a historical pro-
cess. In the recollections of a biographical self, one has always been this body and 
it has been the same body all along. A self’s memory consists of a constant stream 
of events, and their body appears as a stable entity that has moved through these 
events.

Building on these memories, practices of identification emerge that restrict future 
boundary work to work on a particular body. What can we conclude from this? We 
claimed earlier in this article that sociology usually takes ‘the body’ as the basis 
for the (social construction of an) individual person. Looking at it from a boundary 
work perspective, however, a person having an assumed life-long consistent identity 
is also crucial for the individuation of a particular and trans-situationally consistent 
human body. The individuation of bodies and biographical persons does not follow 
a strict one-way logic. Bodies and persons are entangled in co-individuation. They 
become trans-situational social individuals together—both function as the anchor 
for the individuation of the other and are tied to each other in constant work.

From here, a new field of empirical questions opens: how exactly are bodily biog-
raphies built in particular contexts? What kinds of identification practices are crucial 
to particular forms of relationships or settings? How do different social memories 
interfere or clash?

Mr. Weisman’s Body of Work

A specific concept of personal corporality follows from these praxeological 
deconstructions. Looking back to Mr. Weisman’s body, we might say that it is not 
one coherent body moving through different situations in time, but rather a ‘body 
of work’: it consists of the situational and trans-situational boundary work, which 
form its ever-evolving spatiotemporal definition.

In every situation, the boundaries of ‘Mr. Weisman’s body’ are demarcated in 
a particular way at a particular site. In their combination (and even in their con-
tradictions), they encompass where and when Mr. Weisman’s body is. Some sites 
and practices are recurring: whenever Mr. Weisman puts on his jogging shoes—
three times a week—he works on the (somewhat) same bodily contours as the 
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last time. But something else happens during jogging. Limits are pushed and 
sometimes transgressed. A knee ligament snaps. So, Mr. Weisman has to go to 
the hospital where, with different methods, instruments and conceptions different 
boundary work is done that is only necessary because of the jogging. Situational 
boundary work is local, but the enacted boundaries not always are. They overlap, 
they interlace.

This is a result of the second kind of body boundary work that stabilizes some-
thing as ‘Mr. Weisman’s body’. The stabilizing practices that bind together body and 
person as a trans-situational entity. Nevertheless, even though the outcome of this 
kind of boundary work might be trans-situational, it is accomplished in local efforts: 
the sonogram shown around (‘This is Billie!’), the clerk placing a photo on the new 
passport for Mr. Weisman, the technician forging a customized pair of glasses for 
him and—later, after his knee deteriorated further—another technician forging a 
prosthesis so that Mr. Weisman can continue to do his long distance running—all of 
these situations enact a particular, consistently changing, personalized body. A body 
of work, then, encompasses all these situational efforts.

Conclusion

At the beginning of this article, we identified the one-body-one-person rule as a 
basic assumption not only in everyday life, but also in social theories. We set out to 
look beyond this rule and to find ways to look at bodily one-ness and same-ness of 
individualized, personal bodies differently, for there were two issues at stake. One, 
importing that rule as a scientific concept without problematizing it means doing 
folk sociology (Garfinkel 1967), yet deconstructing it theoretically does not explain 
its empirical everyday plausibility. Two, even approaches that develop a different, 
praxeological view on the body do not problematize how bodies become demarcated 
as situational entities in the first place and how they then also stay ‘the same’ trans-
situationally; they have to draw on the idea of ‘a’ person and ‘their’ body in order to 
describe their cases.

To offer conceptual tools that can help solve these problems, we unraveled two 
kinds of boundary work: first, situational body boundary work draws contours, 
limits and margins that separate a body from other (co-emerging) entities. Second, 
trans-situational body boundary work renders a particular body coherent over time 
by drawing on interactional, documentary and biographical memories, establishing 
persons and their bodies in co-individuation. We suggested to understand personal 
corporeality as a body of work that incorporates these two kinds of body boundary 
work and allows to ask questions relating to both situational and trans-situational 
corporeality from a praxeological perspective. Looking beyond the one-person-one-
body rule and exchanging it for the notion of body boundary work allows to relate 
to embodied, biographical persons as observation units without re-centering them 
or their body theoretically. New empirical questions arise from this conceptional 
angle, as we have highlighted throughout this article with regards to situational 
and trans-situational boundary work. Moreover, the concept opens up new analyti-
cal complexities and complications. In doing so, it also allows for new analytical 
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angles on different existing research topics and areas. One example of how our con-
ceptual thoughts and vocabulary could prove to be useful in this way are studies in 
‘human categorization’ (Hirschauer 2020). The concept might be used to reconstruct 
body-related social types and categories as configurations of body boundary work, 
asking how they relate to questions of inequality and discrimination, power asym-
metries or social conflict. How do body concepts and normativities (like the malle-
able, ‘healthy,’ ‘able,’ morbid or trainable body) correspond to typical kinds of body 
boundary work? How does the categorization of persons (in regard to race, gender 
or dis/ability, for example) rely on their bodily sameness, and how is (dis-)continuity 
fabricated (such as in cases of sex change)?

Instead of drawing a final conclusion, then, we express our hope that the con-
cept and vocabulary we have developed in this article will contribute to empirical 
research—which in turn can then challenge and sharpen this concept of personal 
corporality.
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